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Dear editors,

Thank you very much for your email about our manuscript (MS: 7645180083387644), we have read your suggestions carefully, and correct the errors in manuscript.

Major revisions

Figures: Figure titles were provided. Figure1: The consistency of three biomarkers. Figure2: The inconsistency of three biomarkers.

Minor revisions

Author list: No change for author list.

Title page: The running title and keywords were removed from the title page.

Abstract: The keywords were removed from the abstract.

All text is displayed in black.

The numbers of headings or sub-headings in the manuscript were removed.

‘Materials and methods’ was renamed as ’Methods’.

‘Disclosure/Conflict of Interest’ was renamed as ’Competing Interests’.

Figures: The two figures were cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image.

Tables- The vertical lines were not visible in tables.

References: the reference list was changed according to your suggestion. References: The last reference was changed to reference 40.

Typography: Some typographical errors were corrected.